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‣ Productivity growth 
- after a decade of rapid TFP growth 15 years ago

‣ Firm concentration

‣ Labor share 
- but not within individual firms
- firms with low labor share got bigger

Puzzle
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‣ High-type firms have lower production costs
- incentive to build larger stocks of intangibles
- resulting in a lower labor share

‣ IT revolution eased cost of running a big firm

‣ High-type firms gained more, hence expanded

‣ Productivity jumps up but eventually innovation rate is lower
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Quality Ladders (and Minnesota)
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‣ Labor share of a high-type firm

‣ Profit flow

‣ Bellman equation

‣ Share of high-type competitors:

Model

vH(n) = max
n′ �

{πH(n) − (n′�− n(1 − z*))ψc + βvH(n′�)}

S* = JHn*H

πH(n) = n (1 − sH) −
ψ0

2
n2

sH = S*
1
γ

− (1 − S*)
1

Δγ
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Steady State and Transition
nL

nH
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Steady State and Transition
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‣ From      and hence the high-type labor share     

‣ Aggregate growth:

‣ Ambiguous, but they find it falls in as      rises

‣ Much left to be done to clarify this result and others,
- working out corner solutions and parameter restrictions

Growth

g = z* ln λ

z* =
1 − sH − ψ0n*H

ψc
+

β − 1
β

n*H

sHn*H
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‣ This paper employs a new growth model
- … to tell a “quantitative story” of the new economy
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